The use of neural network is very wide in data mining due to some characteristic like parallel performance, Self-organizing adaptive, robustness and fault tolerance. Data mining models depend on task they accomplish: Association Rules, Clustering, Prediction, and Classification. Neural network is used to find pattern in data. The grouping of neural network model and data mining method can greatly increase the efficiency of data mining methods and it has been broadly used. Different algorithms have been discussed for optimizing the artificial neural network (ANN). ANN combines with other algorithms to find out the high accurate data as compare to traditional algorithm. The role of ANN using data mining techniques is playing an important role in forecasting or prediction about games and weather. This produces high accurate predictions than that of traditional algorithm. Data mining approaches using ANN can also work well. ANN is a highly class algorithm which can be accelerated using neuron. The result of which will produce a high speed up ANN. ANN can also be used for the purpose of extracting rules from trained neural networks.
Introduction
The volume of data store in database increase rapidly and huge amount of information are hidden. The technology of mining the information from the huge volume of data (database) is called Data Mining. Neural network is very appropriate for solving problems of data mining because of its characteristics of good robustness, Self-organizing adaptive, parallel processing, and fault tolerance. Neural network have been used in many business application for pattern recognition, prediction and classification. Neural network have high ability for noisy data and high accuracy [1, 2, 6, 25] . Neural network are non-linear statistical data modeling tools. This can be used to model complex relationships between input and output or to find patterns in data. It is very suitable for solving problems of data mining because it characteristic of parallel processing, high degree of fault tolerance, good robustness [7, 2] . The method of neural network is used for feature mining, pattern recognition, Clustering and classification. The model of neural network is dividing into three types such as feed-forward network, feedback network and self-organization network [1] . The huge amount of medical data is available but there is a lack of data analysis tool to extract useful knowledge from it. Unfortunately all doctors are not expert in all field of medical. Clinical results are often ready base on doctor's awareness and classification task. The method used is DM, and BFGS algorithm and the model used was SVM and NN. R/ miner and CRISP-DM were the two tools which were used in this paper [13] . This study [14] describes that for time series forecast different computation techniques are used. Linear models are also used like ARMA (Auto-regression moving Average) and AR (Auto-regression) and non-Linear like Neural Network. One of the techniques used for time series analysis is Neural Network. Some parameters affect the performance of neural network such as quality of data preprocessing and neural network structure [14] . For obtaining the optimal neural network there is a need to explore these parameters. The data mining process which uses neural network for time series are further explained in three steps.
•
Setup of neural network (hidden layers, number of input entries, neuron in hidden layers.
• Sample data Preparation for cross validation and training.
• Statistical analysis of time series.
The aim of the neural network controller is to ratify all cartridges as a recurrent workflow for finding an ideal neural network for time series forecast .it is the responsibility of statistical cartridge to remove the outlier and the classification of the time series. The important activity for the time series is the outlier removal. There are many methods for the normalization the data such as Z-score, min and max normalization and normalization by decimal scaling. In order to implement different neural network cartridge, it is important for the exploratory configuration to specify the meta-data information then the controller to explore different neural network [14] . It is concluded that obtaining neural network was robust for both pseudo-stationery and stationery time series [14] . The main aim of data mining [15] is to extract knowledge from huge amount of data. The well-known strategies to data mining include neural and symbolic model. Fuzzy neural network technique is used as channel between symbolic and numerical data representation. By using fuzzy logic we can express knowledge in such a way which is natural for the people to understand. It increases the speedup of convergence of the network. It decreases the rate of computation as its start with minimal rule base which increase only when a data is required by new input, it frequently remove the unrelated inputs, and condition rules which are unable to match the data any more. The proposed FNN network comprises of four layers which are Input Layers, Rule Layer, Output Layer, Input membership function layers [15] . Due to human error and statistical fluctuations data may contain a certain level of noise. In this paper the ratio of noise is reducing up to great amount it's due to capability of neural network to deal efficiently with the noisy data [15] .
The main theme of this paper [16] is to illustrate and introduce a methodology of neural network for resolving problems with many additional free parameters than the data point to maintenance Data Strip mining problem. Data Strip Mining mine predictive models from data sets which has comparatively few data point and large number of potential input. This method uses neural network sensitivity analysis to find that which interpreters are mostly used in the problem [16] . To determine the most important input to a system Neural Network sensitivity analysis was used as method, which allows removing some of the least critical input. To accurately determine the different neural model of the same system the author used a model cross validation as a method [16] . This methodology offers few weakness and several benefits. When the number of candidate input increase as the number of data points it produces a good predictive model. On this result, for future research there are many directions in this area [16] . In this paper [17] the author tells us that data mining is a process which uses different variety of data analysis tool to determine relation and patterns in data that is used for creating prediction. To model an output on one or more input variables a technique called supervised data mining technique reporting and with a low false alarm speed [26] . The first algorithm that the author has used is mining the symbolic data. This algorithm is based on the idea that misused transactions are seen as a kind of rule [26] . The advantage of this is, combining a number of misuse rules which leads us to shorten the rules and decrease the dependency. The other rules are called mining analog data [26] . These rules are based on dealing with analog data. Here the problem of fraud analysis is based on separating two kinds of classes of events. This algorithm leads us to high fraud detection and high confidence. In last the author used another technique by combining rule based association algorithm and network information in decision network. When this system is used in parallel then this shows error in large amount along with low confidence. Beside that this system is used in sequential as well. The advantage of this system is that the analog data first passes through analog check and then moves forward for sequential check, which leads us to high data correctness and high confidence as well [26] . This paper [27] is based on effective data mining using neural network. The paper shows an approach to find out symbolic classification set of laws by means of neural network. Whereas neural network is first qualified to attain the obligatory precision pace. Furthermore the unneeded link of network is detached by mean of network pruning process [27] . The activation principles of the unseen element in the system are evaluated. This leads us to the classification rules of particular analysis. Research is conducted on this planned approach using a distinct set of data mining difficulty. And the outcome demonstrates that high quality of rules can be exposed from the known data sets [27] . The theme of the study [32] is to make different clusters using data mining technique. He makes use of self-organizing map (SOM) to accomplish his goal. The aim of SOM is to map multi-dimensional input into two dimensional forms. This tactic is used for clustering and classification purpose. The rules are extracted from trained SOM's. Which can then figure the prepositional IF… THEN type system. These effortless set of laws can be easily broken by expert or decision support system and are simply interpretable to an expert. The law signify the trained SOM in cases where clustering has willingly taken place [32] . The important feature of this projected scheme is the underlying exactness of clustering procedure achieved by SOM. In case where the SOM not succeed to readily cluster the facts, the ensuing system will replicate this original inexactness [32] .
The motive of this paper [38] is to deal with non-financial and financial ratios of the financial statements. For the association of performance of the financial distress prediction, he makes use of the clustering and BPN modeling. So that to get an early alarm. From the results of the method he comes to know four major critical attributes. The 1st is that as more as we are using the factor analysis our result for clustering and BPN will be less accurate. 2nd is that that as soon as we get close to the actual financial distress, we will catch more precise outcome. 3rd is BPN has lower average rate of type ii errors as compare to the clustering model. In 4th the last stage the BPN provides a better and efficient prediction as that of the DM clustering approach [38] . In this paper [48] the author is dealing with different application of the data mining and then selects the best method among them. Firstly he finds out the hidden pattern using different data mining approaches. Then according to their results he Kept based on Back propagation neural network, the result of which is providing improved security as compare to the rest of them [48] . 
Data Mining for Medical Diagnosis
This paper explains [2] that a huge amount of medical data is available but there is a lack of data analysis tool to extract useful knowledge from it. Unfortunately all doctors are not expert in all field of medical. Clinical results are often ready base on doctor's awareness and experience rather than on the knowledge masked in the database [2] . Data mining have the ability to produce a knowledge-rich situation which can aid to improve the worth of clinical decision, due to this reason automatic medical diagnoses system is very useful by fetching all of them together. Genetic Algorithm is used to reduce the actual size of data which is enough for heart disease [2] . For experiments it use Weka 3.6.0 tool. The inconsistency was resolved for simplicity. Decision tree fail the two other techniques. It gives 99.2% accuracy. Association rule shows the favorable technique to increase heart diseases estimate [2] .The second assumption is that the precision of the Decision Tree and Bayesian Classification further expand after applying Genetic algorithm to decrease the finest subset of attribute sufficient for heart disease prediction [2] .
It has been observed that the healthcare industry is generally "information rich", but unfortunately not all the data are mined which is required for discovering hidden patterns & effective decision making [4] . For the extraction of knowledge it need powerful data analysis tool [4] . A major challenge facing healthcare industry is quality of service. Quality of service implies diagnosing disease correctly & provides effective treatments to patients. Poor diagnosis can lead to disastrous consequences which are unacceptable. Heart diseases stored professional significant amounts of patient's data [4] . It is necessary to scrutinize this data set to extract valuable knowledge. Knowledge of risky factors which are linked with the heart disease helps the care professional to identify the patients which have high risk of heart diseases [4] . They apply different technique of data mining to know which one will give accurate result. Statistical analysis has shown that the causes of heart disease are: Smoking habit, blood pressure, lack of physical activity etc. Several data mining technique are use in diagnose of heart disease which are Decision Tree, Kernel density, Naïve Bayes, Neural Network [4] . In this paper [10] the author explains that the leading cause of perinatal morbidity and mortality is preterm birth. The main theme of this study is to clear the risk factors of preterm with decision tree and neural network using data mining. The data mining is used to explore the potential factor of huge amount of data but still the preterm birth is still unclear. The preterm risks factor is related to smoking, drinking and work is also displayed in the result [10] . One of the important proposals is that in the risk of preterm birth, men are also the contributing factor. It is necessary for the prospective fathers to adopt decent life style habit, so to keep safe his children from being born preterm [10] .
The network interference is a branch of systems biology where in collaborations among the contender of the system are connected to each other logically signifying the behavior of the system [8] . Estrogen receptor status is a vital concern in the prognosis and management of breast cancer patients [8] . The computational approaches are : Data sets used for analysis , phase 1 identification of biomarker probes associated with Estrogen Receptor status, phase 2 Artificial Neural Network based Network inference and visualization. In result we have probe selection and network inference. For the grouping of data mining and network inference the key genes seem to be TONDU GATA3, CDH3 F0XA1 and SOX11 are called transcription factor [8] .The combine tactic of Artificial neural network based network inference and Artificial neural network base data mining we have recognized 6 genes that associate with ER system in breast cancer. Only 4 are strongly associated with ER status [8] . The theme of the paper [39] is to collect information about breast cancer disease. This is known as a serious cancer disease throughout the globe. The goal of this author is to divide woman in two categories i.e the woman who has broad confirmations of having breast cancer are grouped into malignant and having no breast disease are grouped into benign. So the author tried to propose such a hybrid breast cancer diagnose system by joining together artificial neural network and MRAS [39] . This method is then combines with the BPN. Now in this case this model has high classification accuracy. Form the result of the hybrid and the combination of hybrid and BPN it is clear that Hybrid and BPN provide lots of accuracy but the main advantage of hybrid system is that it can save lots of implementation time which results in making shorten the time for on time decisions [39] .
In this article [41] the author focuses on one of major issue in neural network. Neural network have been used for regression and classification method in past. The interpretations of their internal representation were very difficult. Now a day, it is clear that for the extraction of the understandable representation from trained neural network algorithm can be derived. The purpose of which is to use for data mining applications. The work mentioned in this paper delivers a generalized procedure, which can be used for the problems in bioinformatics [41] . The results are really impressive but the problem is that of producing a large amount of data. Combination of algorithm with the neural network for the purpose of extracting of information from the trained neural network is the best solution, which produces high accurate data along with that produces knowledge discovery. The usage of these methods leads to acceptance and high confidence [41] . In this whole paper [44] the author is curious about getting high blood pressure data from a hospital data base. He is using back propagation algorithm in a multi-layered neural network. In building decision the results offered are very attractive [44] . With the help of artificial intelligence approaches the hypothesis or activities of data is shown along with that formerly unknown data is exposed. This is all due to neural networks that the author is able to model irregular data and complex structure along with that various other issues [44] . The author focuses on the diagnosis and fault forecast methods of stream turbine which is totally based on the genetic and neural network [49] . For fault diagnosis in stream turbine and in data mining the genetic and neural network algorithm were introduces. By comparing the novel approach to the traditional approach it is quite clear that has better performance and simple to design [49] . With the help of proposed algorithm sharing turbine fault diagnosis and rules extraction which is based on genetic and neural network algorithm are producing good results. The given system provide a good output with better confidence along with that it has strong ability of fault tolerant [49] . 
Classification and Neural Network
In this paper [21] the author tells us that by using the auto-configuring RBF network we have shown that symbolic data can be classified with better generalization. In the first step we have shown the symbolic representation in binary form and then for obtaining the clustering form binaries' symbolic data we used simple hamming distance measure [21] . Now in second part we have pick the in each cluster we have a specific percentage of significant data samples, and then we use it to train the Adaptive Auto-Configuring neural network. Several researchers have explored the analysis of symbolic data; they treat it with different mathematical framework and submit good result. The technique which is available didn't provide us good generalization for test sample [21] . In this paper the author uses the UCI machine learning repository and he has taken the benchmark dataset from it [21] , and with respect to Medio's he proposed to find the clusters and the sample has been trained by using Fuzzy redial basis function neural network which report very good result. The disadvantage of the proposed scheme is network fixed architecture [21] . This paper [29] describes the implementation of artificial neural network in field of solid ducted rocket test. Furthermore it tells that ANN is combined with RBF (redial basis function) to recover the abnormal data [29] . The ANN model is based on three layered architecture. Which takes data on input node then transform it to middle layer called hidden node then it moves toward the output node [29] . When data moves toward the hidden node then it applies data mining techniques on large data and finds the correlation between different data. This algorithm detects and recovers the irregular parameters rapidly and efficiently [29] . In this paper [33] the author describes a novel approach for Expert system application. He made use of an algorithm called MTS (Mahalanobis-Taguchi system) ANN(artificial neural network) in expert system. He implemented this algorithm in dynamic environment [33] . The experimental outcomes of this algorithm proved that this algorithm is vastly valid in pattern recognition and is computationally efficient in addition to the ANN algorithm, is a straightforward and resourceful system for assembling a dynamic structure [33] . From this it can be accomplished that MTS-ANN algorithm can be effectively useful to dynamic environment for data-mining troubles [33] . In this given research the author is curious in the field of transportation and wants to apply different data mining techniques to find out dissimilarities, similarities. He is cautious to know similarities and dissimilarities between two different schools of thoughts. He furthermore made experiments on different technique using complex structure. And find out that along with the advantage of the complex modeling tools it has limitation as well. This is a big hurdle in the way of finding similarities and dissimilarities. From this he simply concluded that instead of using complex modeling technique the goal of analyzing is much important. Because there are always assumption in all modeling approaches. So with the help of simpler model give us a good result just like complex one In this article [42] the author is dealing with the prediction of gully initiation. In past predicting gully initiation was prepared with the help of GIF scheme with knowledge base expert system, physical based system or statistical procedures. But while applying these procedures validity and reliability are big issues. For the identification and risk of gully initiation a procedure known as Data mining which is based on decision trees is applied. In this article the comparison of DM technique is shown with many other procedures like expert system and topographic threshold method (TT) [42] . The results show that DM technique provides more accurate data than that of the other methods. So it is obvious that for the study of the erroneous procedure and gully initiation a valuable technique is DM technique [42] in this article [45] the author focuses on one of major issue in neural network. Neural network have been used for regression and classification method in past. And the interpretation of their internal representation was very difficult. Now a day, it is clear that for the extraction of the understandable representation from trained neural network algorithm can be derived. The purpose of which is to use for data mining applications [45] . The work mentioned in this paper delivers a generalized procedure, which can be used for the problems in bioinformatics. The results are really impressive but the problem is that of producing a large amount of data. Combination of algorithm with the neural network for the purpose of extracting of information from the trained neural network is the best solution, which produces high accurate data along with that produces knowledge discovery. The usage of these methods leads to acceptance and high confidence [45] . In data mining classification is a key subject to be focused [47] . But dealing with incomplete survey then classification is an innovative subject. Traditional neural network and other technique did not focus on the incomplete survey. So the author presents a novel approach known as extension neural network approach to deal with the incomplete survey [47] . This proposed approach is dealing with the supervised data. After comparing the result of the planned approach with other approaches, it clearly shows that this approach has the benefit of high accuracy over other approaches [47] . 
Neural Network Approach and Data Envelopment Analysis
This paper [5] describes association rules as one of the essential method of data mining. It shows some aspect of database that is not known before. Ranking the association rules is very important in market in decision creation and basket analysis [5] . For updating the rank table of association rules a new method has been proposed. In the market basket when new transactions are added then for refreshing the ranking table we apply the artificial neural network. By data envelopment analysis it prevents to repeat all the process of problem [5] . Minimum support and minimum confidence are the two factors of an association rule which determine the strength of a rule. DEA is a nonparametric method. It uses multiple input and output for the measurement of entity performance. In future work, for achieving this goal we could examine the instant base reasoning (case based reasoning) [5] . In this proposed paper [35] the author introduces a new neural approach known as ensemble recursive rule extraction. This approach is basically mining of rules from the ensemble neural network. In this approach we come to know that the proposed approach produces higher recognition accuracy as compared to the individual neural network, where the mined rules are more comprehensible. The proposed approach gives more rules than the previous approaches [35] . For neural data analysis this proposed approach promises a new approach. So it is clear that in future this approach will be used to escalate the opportunities to use data mining for the purpose of high data recognition [35] . Dealing with the predictions of the winner of the college football team is a challenging and interesting task. The previous studies show us that all the previous predictions were failed because they were dealing with the ranking and force of the team [36] . Here the author has predicted a novel approach the author used three techniques (artificial neural network, support vector machine and decision trees) the purpose of using these technique is to create regression and classification kind of models so that to review different methodologies prediction ability [36] . This method proved that this approach is better way to present the future predictions and can provide a lot of accurate results than the previous predictions [36] . 
Neural Network and Data Mining in Information Technology
In this paper [23] the author tells us that the combination with neural network model and prediction model and CGNN model adopts the RBF neural network models and GM which plays a very vital role in analyzing user received data protection. In border range the grey system is applied which contain feature of nursing to decrease and increase well [23] . Nonlinear dynamic and self-adopt system is a kind of neural network method. To overcome the series of problem in application data mining and grey system theory can be waged for each other. The effect of analyzing data safety is good by the combination of neural network and grey system in order to defend data from attack. The CGNN model proves that it is more effective than simple model [23] . Mat lab is a tool which has being used for this. And the methods used were Training samples and least square method [23] . This paper [9] explains that with the increasing amount of data the value of data mining also increases. The study is undertaken to find the new ways to find information from news through internet and apply interest rate on the basis of this information, so we propose the Knowledge-Based News Miner (KBNMiner). It shows the knowledge of interest rate with CMs (Cognitive Maps) [9] . According to prior knowledge it retrieves and search information of NEWS on internet, and then this information were applied on the neural network model for the interest rate prediction. The perception of human being can be captured by a proper tool called CM, which was developed by Axelrod in 1976. The domain expert is usually employed by knowledge-based expert system [9] . The converting of the expert knowledge into knowledge base is the responsibility of knowledge engineer. The knowledge engineers have two or more domain map and extract the CMs [9] . He tries to make it one but the domain experts are not agreeing with this sometime. So for the obtaining more correct result we have to improve the algorithm of IR system and also need to refine the CMs [9] . This paper [30] tells us about the implementation of data mining approach in urban water system. In data mining approach further they implement neural network approach. Furthermore in detail they introduced self-organizing maps approach in neural network. The job of which is to collect DNA based molecular techniques and to analyze environmental samples [30] . in microbiology to group different samples. Comparison of many T-RFLP (terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism) profiles to discover collective and single components of microbiology community. T-Align software is used for grouping these things. The main benefit of this approach is the capability to present the data in a visual way that offers effortless visualization and understanding of multi-dimensional and complex data sets [30] .
The paper [31] describes the unsupervised visual data mining using SOM and a data driven color mapping. The author uses two different algorithms for finding the solution of this problem. The 1st method that the author used is SOM (self-organizing map). This algorithm yields two dimensional and irregular representations of the input records [31] .
Blanchard's approach utilizes this data as input and associates this input data to a pixel in a figure. The algorithm is a well-organized way to visualize the typical and large data. Finally the use of these mention algorithm collectively lead to obtain an entirely unverified visual data mining instrument. Where the color mapping is data driven. The testing outcome of this approach offers visualization that permit the taking out of cluster. The unverified automation of the coloring allows us to nuance the attachment of a class [31] . The given paper [34] shows machine learning and data mining application for the prediction of drifts in technology skilled turnover rates of the employees. Then he used an algorithm which is the combination of two different algorithm i.e., SOM (self-organizing map) and BPN(back propagation neural network) [34] . This algorithm combines the advantages of SOM and BPN which applied on the expose properties associated to turnover trends cluster. With the help of this algorithm we come to know that this algorithm is the best algorithm for finding out the turnover of employees and also showing the factors which involve in increasing the rate of the employees turnover [34] . The author predicts a new intelligent approach which will forecast the frequent growth of software which is based on the functional networks forecasting framework [37] . There are lots of other methods which forecast the prediction of the software development. But all these failed because these have number of drawbacks like how to deal with the uncertainties. The planned approach has high tendency to deal with the grown environment of recent software progress [37] . The result shows that this method is far better than then other approaches; its performance is sure and gives us a smallest MAPE value [37] . The aim of this paper [43] is to examine the scalability of PNN (probabilistic neural network) through localization, a chain gradient tuning and parallelism. As PNN model is working in parallel so three well know approaches are studied here. Two fast approximation solutions are proposed by author in this paper. The main aim of this paper is to accelerate the PNN model with the help of 24 processors. And the result obtained reveals that PNN training along with subtractive clustering approaches and cross validation can amazingly escalate 24 times [43] . The 2nd issue is how to eliminate the sigma parameter without major loss in PNN performance. Clustering within classes the most representative points are selected. Which results a localized PNN having tiny pattern Neuron Size and excellent performance, which is 10 times faster as compare to that of original version? For the most excellent PNN architecture, tuning can performed to using chain gradient to test it [43] . The author is dealing with a major issue of prediction for software quality [46] . For resolving this hurdle he introduces an interpretable neural network model. This model consists upon a three layered feed forward neural network having sigmoid in its buried units. The output unit is having identity function and the model is trained accordingly. From trained neural network for the extraction of the rules he makes use of the clustering genetic algorithm [46] . For the detection of the fault prone software the rules extracted from the trained neural network are gathered. And then the rules are compared. The rules of trained neural network are compared with the rule of predicting results. The results show that trained neural network rules a bit accurate as compare to that of predicting results but predicting results are more understandable [46] . Table 6 .
Advantages, Techniques, Datasets, Model and Tools of the Different Studies

Ref. Data Preparation
Rules Extracting
Rules Assessment
Techniques Data set Advantage [9] x X x 
Artificial Neural Network and Data Mining
In this paper [24] the author tells us that the elementary function of neural system is to learn intelligently from some precise model, which is called neurons. Due to the capability of pattern adaptive that may be used to judge well model and old model [24] . They are many characteristic of neural system such as uniqueness, noise tolerance, autonomous, and distributed detection. Motivated by neural network system, during last decade the artificial neural network has emerged. It is provoke by many researcher to study, built, and design neural models for a variety of application areas. ANN can be defines as adoptive model that is motivated by neural network, observer principle and mechanisms and observed neural functions. Association rule mining is most important techniques of data mining. The aim of association rule is to polish interesting association, correlation in sets of aims in other transaction databases and daturn repositories [24] . Association rule is extensively used in several regions like inventory control, market analysis, risk management and telecommunication. Artificial neural network is extensively used algorithm for association rule mining [24] . In this paper [25] the author tells us that that how to apply ANN in data mining techniques. It is suitable for solving data mining problem because of its feature of self-organization adaptive, distributed storage, parallel processing and good robustness and high amount of fault tolerance. To enhance the capability of data mining process artificial neural network plays a very exciting role in the field of Data mining. The result of such a united tool provides an intelligent and valuable insight for planning and decision making in all sphere [25] . The huge amount of data is stored in databases and files and other repositories, it is very important to develop a powerful capital for analysis, and also for the interested knowledge extraction that help in decision tree. So the data mining is the process of predictive information and extraction of hidden from the large database [25] . This paper [28] is based on adoptive neural network model for financial study. Data mining plays central role in finding buried predictive information from bulky catalog [28] . Artificial neural network which is commonly used by data mining technique, is an algorithm used for this purpose. This proposed approach has been tested with function approximation and stock market moment study. And from these experimental data we can wind up that the future approach is much better to existing standard ANN for the use of data mining [28] . And we can see that our new ANN with NAF can boost trained speed, shrink network size and simulation error. And also provide us more promising outcomes [28] . In this paper the author focuses on the ANN and finds out different terms which are responsible for making ANN system more intelligent [50] . The author is looking forward and finding different ways for optimizing ANN based on classification methods. In this paper the author makes use of three standard data for computing the accuracy. The experimental results show that the system gave high accuracy [50] . 
Discussion
The volume of data store in database increase rapidly and huge amount of information are hidden. The technology of mining the information from the huge volume of data (database) is called Data Mining. Neural network is very appropriate for solving problems of data mining because of its characteristics of good robustness, Self-organizing adaptive, parallel processing, and fault tolerance. Neural network have been used in many business application for pattern recognition, prediction and classification. Neural network have high ability for noisy data and high accuracy [1, 2, 6, 25] . Neural network are non-linear statistical data modeling tools. This can be used to model complex relationships between input and output or to find patterns in data. It is very suitable for solving problems of data mining because it characteristic of parallel processing, high degree of fault tolerance, good robustness [7, 2] . The method of neural network is used for feature mining, pattern recognition, Clustering and classification. The model of neural network is dividing into three types such as feed-forward network, feedback network and self-organization network [1] . The author tells us that a huge amount of medical data is available but there is a lack of data analysis tool to extract useful knowledge from it. Unfortunately all doctors are not expert in all field of medical. Clinical results are often ready base on doctor's awareness and experience rather than on the knowledge masked in the database. Data mining have the ability to produce a knowledge-rich situation which can aid to improve the worth of clinical decision, due to this reason automatic medical diagnoses system is very useful by fetching all of them together. Genetic Algorithm is used to reduce the actual size of data which is enough for heart disease [2] . Artificial Neural Networks offer qualitative methods for business and economic systems that Traditional quantitative tools in statistics and econometrics cannot quantify due to the complexity in translating the systems into precise mathematical functions [3] .Heart disease professional stores significant amounts of patient's data. It is necessary to scrutinize this data set to extract valuable knowledge. Knowledge of risky factors which are linked with the heart network and grey system in order to defend data from attack [23] . The elementary function of neural system is to learn intelligently from some precise model, which is called neurons. Due to the capability of pattern adaptive that may be used to judge well model and old model. They are many characteristic of neural system such as uniqueness, noise tolerance, autonomous, and distributed detection. The aim of association rule is to polish interesting association, correlation in sets of aims in other transaction databases and data repositories [24] . This algorithm is based on the idea that misused transactions are seen as a kind of rule. The advantage of this is, combining a number of misuse rules which leads us to shorten the rules and decrease the dependency. The other rules are called mining analog data. These rules are based on dealing with analog data. This algorithm leads us to high fraud detection and high confidence. This system is used in sequential as well. The advantage of this system is that the analog data first passes through analog check and then moves forward for sequential check, which leads us to high data correctness and high confidence as well [26] . This proposed approach has been tested with function approximation and stock market moment study. And from these experimental data we can wind up that the future approach is much better to existing standard ANN for the use of data mining [28] . It tells that ANN is combined with RBF(redial basis function) to recover the abnormal data. The ANN model is based on three layered architecture. Which takes data on input node then transform it to middle layer called hidden node then it moves toward the output node. This algorithm detects and recover the irregular parameters rapidly and efficiently [29] . They introduced selforganizing maps approach in neural network. The job of which is to collect DNA based molecular techniques and to analyze environmental samples. The main benefit of this approach is the capability to present the data in a visual way that offers effortless visualization and understanding of multi-dimensional and complex data sets [30] . The testing outcome of this approach offers visualization that permit the taking out of cluster. The author used is SOM(self-organizing map). This algorithm yields two dimensional and irregular representation of the input records [31, 32, 34] . The experimental outcomes of this algorithm prove that this algorithm is vastly valid in pattern recognition and is computationally efficient from this it can be accomplished that MTS-ANN algorithm can be effectively useful to dynamic environment for data-mining troubles [33] . Ensemble recursive rule extraction is basically mining of rules from the ensemble neural network. From this we can observe that the proposed approach produces higher recognition accuracy as compared to the individual neural network [35] . The author has predicted a novel approach the author used three techniques (artificial neural network, support vector machine and decision trees) the purpose of using these technique is to create regression and classification kind of models so that to review different methodologies prediction ability. This method proved that this approach is better way to present the future predictions and can provide a lot of accurate results than the previous predictions [36] . For the association of performance of the financial distress prediction; he makes use of the clustering and BPN modeling. So that to get an early alarm. From the results of the method he comes to know four major critical attributes. The 1st is that as more as we are using the factor analysis our result for clustering and BPN will be less accurate. 2nd is that that as soon as we get close to the actual financial distress, we will catch more precise outcome. 3rd is BPN has lower average rate of type ii errors as compare to the clustering model. In 4th the last stage the BPN provides a better and efficient prediction as that of the DM clustering approach [38] . The goal of this author is to divide woman in two categories i.e., the woman who has broad confirmations of having breast cancer are grouped into malignant and having no breast disease are grouped into benign. So the author tried to propose such a hybrid breast cancer diagnose system by joining together artificial neural network and MRAS. The main advantage of hybrid system is that it can save lots of implementation time which results in making shorten the time for on time decisions [39] . The author is cautious to know similarities and dissimilarities between two different schools of thoughts. He simply concluded that instead of using complex modeling technique the goal of analyzing is much important. So with the help of simpler model give us a good result just like complex one [40] . The work mentioned in this paper delivers a generalized procedure, which can be used for the problems in bioinformatics. The results are really impressive but the problem is that of producing a large amount of data. Combination of algorithm with the neural network for the purpose of extracting of information from the trained neural network is the best solution, which produces high accurate data along with that produces knowledge discovery [41] . The comparison of DM technique is shown with many other procedures like expert system and topographic threshold method (TT). The results show that DM technique provides more accurate data than that of the other methods. So it is obvious that for the study of the erroneous procedure and gully initiation a valuable technique is DM technique [42] . The main aim of this paper is to accelerate the PNN model with the help of 24 processors. And the result obtained reveals that PNN training along with subtractive clustering approaches and cross validation can amazingly escalate 24 times. Clustering within classes the most representative points are selected. This results a localized PNN having tiny pattern Neuron Size and excellent performance, which is 10 times faster as compare to that of original version [43] . The author is curious about getting high blood pressure data from a hospital data base. He is using back propagation algorithm in a multi-layered neural network. With the help of artificial intelligence approaches the hypothesis or activities of data is shown along with that formerly unknown data is exposed [44] . From trained neural network for the extraction of the rules he makes use of the clustering genetic algorithm. For the detection of the fault prone software the rules extracted from the trained neural network are gathered. The results show that trained neural network rules a bit accurate as compare to that of predicting results but predicting results are more understandable [46] . In data mining classification is a key subject to be focused. But dealing with incomplete survey then classification is an innovative subject [47] . The author focuses on the diagnosis and fault forecast methods of stream turbine which is totally based on the genetic and neural network. By comparing the novel approach to the traditional approach it is quite clear that has better performance and simple to design. The given system provide a good output with better confidence along with that it has strong ability of fault tolerant. The author presents a novel approach known as extension neural network approach to deal with the incomplete survey. This proposed approach is dealing with the supervised data. After comparing the result of the planned approach with other approaches, it clearly shows that this approach has the benefit of high accuracy over other approaches [49] . The author is looking forward and finding different ways for optimizing ANN based on classification methods. He makes use of three standard data for computing the accuracy. The experimental results show that the system gave high accuracy [50] .
Conclusion
He told us that the use of neural network is very wide in data mining due to some characteristic like parallel performance, Self-organizing adaptive, robustness and fault tolerance. The method of neural network is used for feature mining, pattern recognition, Clustering and classification. The model of neural network is divided into three types such as feed-forward network, feedback network and self-organization network. It use neural network to find pattern in data. Genetic Algorithm is used to reduce the actual size of data which is enough for heart disease. It gives 99.2% accuracy. Artificial Neural Networks offer qualitative methods for business and economic systems that Traditional quantitative tools in statistics and econometrics cannot quantify due to the complexity in translating the systems into precise mathematical functions. For the training of artificial networks it needs supervised learning, Unsupervised Learning, Reinforcement Learning. The neural network can be dividing into following type recurrent neural network, Feed
